Activities: TkInter 1

1. Create a simple application with the title: “I love Marquette University”.

2. We can change the background of the root window by using `self.top.configure(background='black')` where `self.top` refers to the main window. Change the background of your root window to something nice using a hashtag color.

3. Remove the background color as being too noisy. Create a text label “This is not a pipe”. Change the font and the font-size.

4. Add another label on top of it, containing the image of a pipe.

5. Read up on Magritte on wikipedia and “La trahison des images”. (Does not count as a quiz substitute.)

6. Create a new application with a canvas.

7. Draw a pipe inside the canvas consisting of simple geometric elements.

Every activity completed (up to a total of 4) can replace a quiz score.